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ABOUT COMODO
Comodo is Creating Trust Online®
because none of us can realize the full potential
of the Internet unless it’s a trusted place to
interact and conduct business.
Year Established: 1998
Ownership: Private
Employees: over 600
Today, the Comodo family of companies is Creating Trust Online®
in over 100 countries with:
•
•

•
•

Over 25 million installations of Comodo PC security software
Tens of millions of Internet users interacting and conducting
business with the websites, email and other Internet
applications that Comodo secures and authenticates
Over 200,000 business customers and e-merchants
Over seven thousand partners and affiliates working with
Comodo to make the Internet more secure and trusted.

US Headquarters
1255 Broad Street
Clifton, NJ 07013
United States
1-201-963-0004
EnterpriseSolutions@comodo.com
www.comodo.com

Other Locations
Salt Lake City, USA
Manchester, UK
Bradford, UK
Ankara, Turkey
Iasi, Romania
Odessa, Ukraine
Chennai, India
Beijing, China

Our dependence on computers and the Internet grows with each passing day,
and so, too, does our vulnerability. Daily news reports confirm a clear and
present danger confronting all Internet users from ever-growing and evolving
malware (a collective term to describe viruses, Trojans, worms, etc.), cybercrime, cyber-terrorism and related threats. These threats, primarily the work of
highly-sophisticated organized crime groups, directly harm millions of Internet
users each day and are eroding our trust in the Internet. Every individual or
business using the Internet has a role in restoring this trust.
Comodo's team of over 600 people has a passion for meeting these challenges
head-on -- Creating Trust Online® for individuals, e-merchants, small to
medium businesses and large enterprises. Comodo's innovative software and
services do this by:
• Authenticating Individuals, Businesses Websites and Content:
Authentication is at the heart of trust – it’s the process of confirming
that something or someone is genuine. Hackers are counterfeiters and
impersonators - they thrive on deception. Trust is created when individuals,
businesses, websites or software publishers are authenticated to ensure that
they are who they say they are, and that their information has not been
tampered with. This trust is the core of successful online businesses and
trusted online interactions.
• Securing Information: Encrypting sensitive information at all stages of its
lifecycle is a proven method of keeping it safe from hackers. Strong Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) encryption through digital certificates ensures that
the encrypted information can only be used by authorized parties.
• Securing Websites and E-Commerce: Uncovering and alerting IT
organizations to vulnerabilities in their server/site’s technical configuration
or security procedures that could be exploited by hackers, and providing
advice or solutions to eliminate them.
• Securing and Maintaining PCs: Denying hackers access to the
information and resources they need to succeed, such as your personal
or business financial information, and at a more fundamental level, your
computer’s internet connection and processing capacity.
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EMAIL CERTIFICATES

SSL

CERTIFICATES

Comodo is the largest single-brand certificate authority in the world.
A Comodo SSL Certificate is the quickest and most cost effective way for an
online business to protect customer transactions. Each certificate comes with
a great value-add package, which makes them perfect for small to medium
sized businesses. Larger enterprises receive the industry’s broadest array of PKI
digital certificates covering a range of types and terms, fully-featured certificate
management solutions, more browser recognition than all of our competitors, and
the most attractive pricing.
You have the assurance that as a WebTrust certified Certification Authority we
meet the highest standards of confidentiality, system reliability and pertinent
business practices as judged through qualified independent audits.

• Digital signature ensures
confidentiality
• Secure message encryption
• Protection against identity theft
• Integrates with Microsoft® Office
and major applications
• Trusted by popular email clients

SSL PARTNER PROGRAM
• No monthly or annual volume
commitments
• Fast and easy management system
which provides reporting and real
time order tracking
• Immediate access to resell Comodo’s
entire range of security products and
services at discounted rates

» ssl.comodo.com
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SSL CERTIFICATES - CERTIFICATE TYPES
Features

EV SSL

Instant SSL

Wildcard SSL

UC
Certificates

Warranty level (max.)

$1,750,000

$250,000

$250,000

$250,000

$10,000

Validation level

Extended

Organization

Organization

Organization

Domain

SHA-2

a

a

a

a

a

2048-bit root keys

a

a

a

a

a

128/256 bit encryption

a

a

a

a

a

99.9% browser ubiquity

a

a

a

a

a

TrustLogo site seal

a

a

a

a

a

Unlimited server licenses

a

a

a

a

a

Priority phone support

a

a

a

a

a

Unlimited re-issuance

a

a

a

a

a

30 day money back guarantee

a

a

a

a

a

SGC version available

a

a

a

SAN / Multi-Domain available

a

a

a

EV available

a

a

Green address bar

a

Unlimited subdomains
Designed for MS Exchange

Essential SSL

a
a

a
a
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Product Features
• Certificate Lifecycle Administration.
Extensive portfolio of SSL, S/MIME and Client
Authentication certificates that allows for
the rapid enrollment, approval, issuance,
revocation and renewal of all certificates.
• Internal and External Discovery Scanning.
Administrators can track certificates purchased
from different vendors, including all details of
each certificate.

CERTIFICATE
MANAGER
Eliminate manual spreadsheets, discover and manage existing internal and
external certificates, automate digital certificate lifecycle management, and
reduce security risks with the most advanced outsourced PKI solution. Comodo
Certificate Manager was developed with numerous Fortune 500 companies to
efficiently and securely manage large volumes of digital certificates. CCM is now
available for organizations of all sizes and certificate volumes.

• Secure, Multi-Tiered Administrative Web
Interface. Flexible organizational alignment of
administrative domains that easily adjusts to
your business model.
• Configurable Email Notifications. Allows the
administrator to be notified about requests,
approvals, expirations or revocations or to
enable certificate owners and administrators to
receive expiration notices in advance.
• Same-Day Expirations. Administrators
control the term and expiration (day/month/
year) of all issued certificates.
• Report Subsystem. Produce detailed
certificate and administrative status and
activity logs.

» enterprise.comodo.com

• Client Key Management Services. Escrow
and recovery of private keys enable a
protected (policy-driven) restoration of user
encrypted data. AD/LDAP Integration available.
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COMODO CERTIFICATE MANAGER DASHBOARD
The CCM Dashboard will be displayed by default
when an administrator first logs into the CCM
interface.
The dashboard provides a heads-up-display which
allows the administrator to quickly gain an overview
of all SSL, SMIME and code-signing certificates on
the network.
The charts and graphs in the dashboard provide
administrators with an essential combination of
key life-cycle information (such as certificates
approaching expiry, certificates issued/requested
and Domain Control Validation (DCV)) as well as
important technical insights like how many of the
servers in the network have support for perfect
forward secrecy, renegotiation and RC4 suites.
The chart data is updated in real-time, so any
modifications you make should reflected in the
dashboard near-instantly.
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PCI COMPLIANCE WITH

HACKERGUARDIAN

HackerGuardian is a fully configurable vulnerability assessment and reporting
service for networks and web servers. Our remote audits run over 60,000
individual security tests on an organization’s servers and provide an executive
report on those vulnerabilities.
Because Comodo is PCI Security Council Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV), our
‘HackerGuardian PCI Control Center’ range provides everything a merchant
needs to become compliant with the PCI Council Data Security Standards (DSS)
vulnerability scanning guidelines.

» hackerguardian.com
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HACKERGUARDIAN FEATURES & BENEFITS
Features

Standard

Enterprise

SAQ / Attestation of Compliance

a

a

On Demand Scanning

a

a

Schedule Scan Facility

a

a

Port Scan Audit Reports

a

a

Vulnerability Mitigation

a

a

PCI Scan Report

a

a

Executive Summary Reports

a

a

Max # of IP’s

5

20

Max Scans Per Quarter

10

unlimited

$249.00 / year

$399.00 / year

Starting From Price

PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Cost effective and fast way of
meeting the PCI scanning guidelines
helps merchants save time and
money.
• Identifying and fixing any security
vulnerabilities reduces risks for
acquiring banks.
• Official ‘PCI Compliant’ report after
every successful scan simplifies
reporting processes.
• Our SAQ provides an Attestation of
Compliance (AOC) in an easy-to-use
online application.
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ACQUIRER PCI CONTROL CENTER (PORTAL)
Comodo
HackerGuardian ™
Painless PCI™ Compliance

The goal of this product is to provide our partners with automated and up-to-date
compliance information on their merchants. Whatever we know, our partners know
in an instant. Partners receive automatic updates on their merchant’s compliance
status which is also easily exportable into reports that are either customized or per
payment brand templates.

PCI DASHBOARD & SAQ ANALYSIS
Partners have access to merchant ASV scan results, latest
SAQ status, & overall compliance status via an easy to
use PCI management portal/dashboard. Analyze your
merchants SAQ completion rates by type and compare
against your peers to see where you stand.

SEARCH AND FILTER BY COMPLIANCE STATUS
Quickly access a table of your merchant’s SAQ status,
ASV vulnerability scan status, overall compliance status
and other information with easy-to-use filters. You can
also download their SAQs and scan reports directly from
within your portal. Our search bar allows you to find any
merchant’s compliance status in one click.

PAYMENT BRAND REPORTS

MARKETING RESOURCES
When Comodo works with our partners on marketing and
sales campaigns, we provide those resources within the
portal. Comodo marketing resources such as landing pages,
email templates, logos and banners allow partners to perform
their own campaigns.

Generate reports on your merchants compliance status
that are formatted to meet reporting requirements of
Visa, MasterCard, or Discover. Automate those reports
on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis to simplify your
compliance process - making it painless!
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PAINLESS PCI™ PARTNER PROGRAM
Painless PCI Partner Program - Benefits & Requirements
Partner Benefits
Sales Commission Payout

a

Live SAQ Support for Merchants

a

HackerGuardian Acquirer PCI Control Center License (a.k.a. “Portal”)

a

Automated Payment Brand Reports (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)

a

Merchant Discounts on PCI Bundles & Other Comodo Products

a

Co-Branded Landing Pages & Emails (on-boarding/promotional)

a

Dedicated Account Manager

a

Monthly Business Review Status Call

a

Comodo EV SSL Certificate for Your Website

a

Product Training & Demos

a

Partner Requirements
Merchant On-boarding Integration

a

Promotional Email Integration

a

Website Integration

a

Press Release & Listing on Comodo Website

a

Security Doesn’t Have to Hurt.
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PRODUCT BENEFITS
• Reduce shopping cart abandonment and
increase sales.
• Ensure consistent placement of the
HackerProof Trustmark throughout your
website.

HACKERPROOF

DAILY VULNERABILITY SCAN & TRUSTMARK
Behind HackerProof is a powerful daily scanning engine that ensures HackerProof
websites meet Comodo’s standards. HackerProof also provides a trustmark that
is displayed on a website to build trust and confidence with users. Many studies
have shown how a visual indicator that reminds visitors of their security helps
improve sales conversion. The interactive trustmark provides up to date scanning
information to visitors for added assurance.

• Enjoy our exclusive Point to Verify
technology and invite more interaction to
build trust for your website.
• Protect customers or users from phishing
attacks to stay ahead of today’s threats.
• Automate a daily scan on your
HackerProof domain so you can save
time - set it and forget it.

» comodo.com/hackerproof
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